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The Library will be CLOSED May 20. 
 
Annual Friends of the Library Garage Sale: Fr iday May, 10, 10am-5pm & Saturday, May 11, 
9am-2pm, 48 Elana Cres. Lacombe. Donations for the sale gratefully accepted at Mary C. Moore 
Public Library until 5pm on May 9. No clothing, large appliances or mattresses, please. All proceeds 
to the Mary C. Moore Public Library.  
 
Book Club: For  our  June 4 meeting we are reading The Great Alone by Kr istin Hannah. “In 

this unforgettable portrait of human frailty and resilience, Kristin Hannah reveals the indomitable 

character of the modern American pioneer and the spirit of a vanishing Alaska―a place of incompa-

rable beauty and danger. The Great Alone is a daring, beautiful, stay-up-all-night story about love 

and loss, the fight for survival, and the wildness that lives in both man and nature.” 

Four Eyes Film Series: Wednesday, May 15, 7pm at Lacombe City Cinemas: Kona fer í stríð 

(Woman At War), directed by Benedikt Erlingsson. Showing one night only! See next page for de-

tails. 

Armchair Travel & Local History: both ser ies will return in September .  

Adult Craft Programs: Check out our website for information about our regular and special craft 

programming for adults. Card making, jewellery nights, colouring club, knitting and more! 

Children’s Programs: Our  winter /spr ing 2019 children’s programs run through May 24. Our 

Summer Reading Program runs July 2 through August 16. See our website for more information and 

info about monthly free special events for kids. 
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Monday-Thursday 
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10am-5pm 
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10am-5pm 
Sunday & Stat Holidays 

Closed 
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Scan-to-email 
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eBook/Audio downloads 
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Four Eyes Film Series 
Independent Film Series 

Independent, International, Illuminating, Imaginative 

Four Eyes screens notable independent and wor ld films not typically available to film lovers in Lacombe and 

area. Films are shown on the third Wednesday of each month (except July and August), 7pm at Lacombe City Cin-

emas. The film series is organized by a group of staff at Mary C. Moore Public Library. We acknowledge and ap-

preciate our partnership with Toronto international Film Festival Film Circuit and Lacombe City Cinemas.  

Tickets 

Advance tickets $9 each, available at the library at the beginning of the month, until 8pm on the Tuesday before the 

film. On the day of the film, tickets are only available at the door, $10 each, cash only and subject to availability. 

All tickets are final sale. Box office opens at 6:15pm in the lobby of Lacombe City Cinemas. All ticket proceeds to 

the library.  

Concession available! 

May 15 > Kona fer í stríð (Woman At War)  
directed by Benedikt Erlingsson 

 
Halla (Halldóra Geirharðsdóttir) has just learned she's been approved to adopt a child from a war-torn area in Ukraine, a long-time 
dream of hers. The only hitch is that she's an eco-terrorist. The proliferation of heavy industry, urged on by unscrupulous politi-
cians, has been ruining Iceland's rugged landscape, and she's taken action. Halla soon becomes the scourge of the aluminum indus-
try and is determined to see things through, but she can't help wondering: would it be more fulfilling to save hypothetical future 
lives or the life of the daughter she has yet to meet? Benedikt Erlingsson's second feature drills deep into the inevitable dilemmas 
plaguing almost everyone committed to the greater good. The political satire here is precise and rich. It's evident in the sleazy, Fox 
News–style way the powers that be stoop to demonize Halla. At the same time, there's a puckish, postmodernist sense of humour 
percolating through the film. A tiny jazz band follows Halla everywhere she goes, reminding us that the revolution should be hope-
ful, not just gloom and doom. And it should come with cool music.   
 

Iceland // 100 min // Icelandic with English subtitles // Rated: PG 

Rated 97% fresh by critics on rottentomatoes.com 

 

See the full Four Eyes line-up, with film trailers, on our website: lacombelibrary.com/film 

 



New Book Spotlight 
A selection of our recent acquisitions 

Cheer Up, Mr. Widdicombe by Evan James  
From a bright new voice in contemporary fiction comes a hilarious and sophisticated comedy of manners about a 
delightfully eccentric family and the absurd happenings that befall them during one frenzied summer at their 
home in the Pacific Northwest. The inimitable—some might say incorrigible—Frank Widdicombe is suffering 
from a deep depression. Or so his wife, Carol, believes. But Carol is convinced that their new island home—
Willowbrook Manor on the Puget Sound—is just the thing to cheer her husband up. And so begins a whirlwind 
summer as their house becomes the epicenter of multiple social dramas involving the family, their friends, and a 
host of new acquaintances. The Widdicombes’ son, Christopher, is mourning a heartbreak after a year abroad in 
Italy. Their personal assistant, Michelle, begins a romance with preppy screenwriter Bradford, who also happens 
to be Frank’s tennis partner. Meanwhile, a local named Marvelous Matthews is hired to create a garden at the 
manor—and is elated to find Gracie Sloane, bewitching self-help author, in residence as well. When this alter-
nately bumbling and clever cast of characters comes together, Willowbrook transforms into a circus of uncov-

ered secrets, preposterous misunderstandings, and irrepressible passions. Written in a singularly witty and satirical style.  
 
The Glass Woman by Caroline Lea  
1686, Iceland. An isolated, windswept land haunted by witch trials and steeped in the ancient sagas. Betrothed 
unexpectedly to Jón Eiríksson, Rósa is sent to join her new husband in the remote village of Stykkishólmur. 
Here, the villagers are wary of outsiders. 
But Rósa harbours her own suspicions. Her husband buried his first wife alone in the dead of night. He will not 
talk of it. Instead he gives her a small glass figurine. She does not know what it signifies. The villagers mistrust 
them both. Dark threats are whispered. There is an evil here - Rósa can feel it. Is it her husband, the villagers - or 
the land itself? Alone and far from home, Rósa sees the darkness coming. She fears she will be its next victim.           
 
 
 
 
 
The Five: The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper by Hallie Rubenhold 
Polly, Annie, Elizabeth, Catherine and Mary-Jane are famous for the same thing, though they never met. They 
came from Fleet Street, Knightsbridge, Wolverhampton, Sweden, and Wales. They wrote ballads, ran coffee 
houses, lived on country estates, they breathed ink-dust from printing presses and escaped people-traffickers. 
What they had in common was the year of their murders: 1888. The person responsible was never identified, but 
the character created by the press to fill that gap has become far more famous than any of these five women. For 
more than a century, newspapers have been keen to tell us that "the Ripper" preyed on prostitutes. Not only is 
this untrue, as historian Hallie Rubenhold has discovered, it has prevented the real stories of these fascinating 
women from being told. Now, in this devastating narrative of five lives, Rubenhold finally sets the record 
straight, revealing a world not just of Dickens and Queen Victoria, but of poverty, homelessness and rampant 
misogyny. They died because they were in the wrong place at the wrong time—but their greatest misfortune was 
to be born a woman.             
 
The Old Drift by Namwali Serpell 
On the banks of the Zambezi River, a few miles from the majestic Victoria Falls, there was once a colonial set-
tlement called The Old Drift. Here begins the story of a small African nation, told by a swarm-like chorus that 
calls itself man’s greatest nemesis.  In 1904, in a smoky room at the hotel across the river, an Old Drifter named 
Percy M. Clark, foggy with fever, makes a mistake that entangles the fates of an Italian hotelier and an African 
busboy. This sets off a cycle of unwitting retribution between three Zambian families (black, white, brown) as 
they collide and converge over the course of the century, into the present and beyond. As the generations pass, 
their lives – their triumphs, errors, losses and hopes – form a symphony about what it means to be human. From 
a woman covered with hair and another plagued with endless tears, to forbidden love affairs and fiery political 
ones, to homegrown technological marvels like Afronauts, microdrones and viral vaccines – this novel sweeps 
over the years and the globe.  
 

 



Adult Fiction 
 
Kate Atkinson - Big Sky 
Nancy Atherton - Aunt Dimity and the Heart of Gold 
Margaret Atwood - The Testaments 
David Baldacci - Redemption 
Rachel Barenbaum - A Bend in the Stars 
C.J. Box - Bitterroots 
Patricia Briggs - Storm Chased 
Kira Jane Buxton - Hollow Kingdom 
Jillian Cantor - In Another Time 
Katherine Center - Things You Save in a Fire 
Jennifer Chiaverini - Resistance Women 
Clare Clark - In the Full Light of the Sun 
Ann Cleeves - Wild Fire 
Harlan Coben - Run Away 
Ben Coes - The Russian 
Sara Collins - The Confessions of Frannie Langton 
Armando Lucas Correa - The Daughter’s Tale 
Clive Cussler - The Oracle 
Trent Dalton - Boy Swallows Universe 
Kate Davies - In at the Deep End 
Kathryn Davis - The Silk Road 
Jeffrey Deaver - The Never Game 
Melissa de la Cruz - The Birthday Girl 
Nicole Dennis-Benn - Patsy 
Robert Disdale - The Toymakers 
Meg Donohue - You, Me and the Sea 
M.T. Edvardsson - A Nearly Normal Family 
Kate Ellis - The Boy Who Lived With the Dead 
Janet Fitch - Chimes of a Lost Cathedral 
Lydia Fitzpatrick - Lights All Night Long 
Summer of Ellen - Agnete Friis 
Sarah Gailey - Magic for Liars 
Nina George - The Book of Dreams 
Rabeah Ghaffari - To Keep the Sun Alive 
Elizabeth Gilbert - City of Girls 
Tracey Garvis Graves - The Girl He Used to Know 
Philippa Gregory - Tidelands 
Elly Griffiths - The Stone Circle 
Martha Grimes - The Old Success 
James Grippando - The Girl in the Glass Box 
Hendrik Groen - On the Bright Side 
Mark Haddon - The Porpoise 
Ian Hamilton - The Mountain Master of Sha Tin 
Jane Harper - The Lost Man  
C.S. Harris - Who Slays the Wicked 
Joanne Harris - The Strawberry Thief 
Joanne M. Harris -The Blue Salt Road 
Sally Hepworth - The Mother-in-Law 
Edwin Hill - Little Comfort  
Anne Hillerman - The Tale Teller 
Anthony Horowitz - The Sentence is Death 
Maria Hummel - Still Lives 
Conn Iggulden - The Way Home 
 
 

 
 
Peter James - Dead at First Sight 
J.A. Jance - The A List 
Bali Kaur Jaswel - The Unlikely Adventures of the  
Shergill Sisters 
Erin Kelly - Stone Mothers 
Julie Kibler - Home for Erring and Outcast Girls 
Pam Jenoff - The Lost Girls of Paris 
Ma Jian - China Dream 
Sarah Jio - All the Flowers in Paris 
Ragnar Jonasson - The Island 
Daniel Kalla - We All Fall Down 
Guy Gavriel Kay - A Brightness Long Ago 
Vaseem Khan -  Murder at the Grand Raj Palace 
Jonathan Kellerman - The Wedding Guest 
Karen Kelly - Bethleham 
Martha Hall Kelly - Lost Roses  
Khaled Khalifa - Death is Hard Work  
Stephen King - Flight or Fright 
Herman Koch - The Ditch 
Marc Levy - The Last of the Stanfields 
Jeanne Mackin - The Last Collection: A Novel of Elsa Schia-
parelli and Coco Chanel 
Clare MacKintosh - After the End 
Bianca Marais - If You Want to Make God Laugh 
Ian McEwan - Machines Like Us 
Adrian McKinty - The Chain 
Jo Nesbo - Knife 
Elisabeth Norebäck - Tell Me You’re Mine 
Joyce Carol Oates - My Life As a Rat 
Stewart O’Nan - Henry, Himself 
Helen Oyeyemi - Gingerbread 
Alan Parks - February’s Son 
Anne Perry - Triple Jeopardy 
Ian Rankin - In a House of Lies 
Taylor Jenkins Reid - Daisy Jones and the Six 
Peter Robinson - Many Rivers to Cross 
Maurice Carlos Ruffin - We Cast a Shadow 
Chris Ryan - Red Strike 
Jennifer Ryan - The Spies of Shilling Lane 
Lisa Scottoline - Someone Knows 
Yrsa Sigurdardottir - The Absolution 
Graeme Simsion - The Rosie Result 
Nicholas Sparks - Every Breath 
Ali Smith - Spring 
Danielle Steel - Lost and Found 
Olga Tokarczuk - Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the 
Dead 
J.R.R. Tolkien - The Fall of Gondolin 
Ruth Ware - The Turn of the Key 
Alison Weir - Anne of Kleve 
Ann Weisgarber - The Glovemaker 
Iona Whishaw - A Deceptive Devotion 
Colson Whitehead - The Nickel Boys 

 
 

Coming Soon! 
The following titles are currently on order. 
Place your request today online, or in person at the Library 



On the same page 
Discover new books & authors 

Daisy Jones and the Six by Taylor Jenkins Reid 
 
Daisy is a girl coming of age in L.A. in the late sixties, sneaking into clubs on the Sunset Strip, sleeping with 
rock stars, and dreaming of singing at the Whisky a Go Go. The sex and drugs are thrilling, but it’s the rock and 
roll she loves most. By the time she’s twenty, her voice is getting noticed, and she has the kind of heedless beau-
ty that makes people do crazy things. Also getting noticed is The Six, a band led by the brooding Billy Dunne. 
On the eve of their first tour, his girlfriend Camila finds out she’s pregnant, and with the pressure of impending 
fatherhood and fame, Billy goes a little wild on the road. Daisy and Billy cross paths when a producer realizes 
that the key to supercharged success is to put the two together. What happens next will become the stuff of leg-
end. The making of that legend is chronicled in this riveting and unforgettable novel, written as an oral history of 
one of the biggest bands of the seventies. Taylor Jenkins Reid is a talented writer who takes her work to a new 
level with Daisy Jones & The Six, brilliantly capturing a place and time in an utterly distinctive voice.  

 
 

If you enjoyed Daisy Jones, you might enjoy: 
 
A Visit From the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan  
Jennifer Egan’s spellbinding interlocking narratives circle the lives of Bennie Salazar, an aging former punk rock-
er and record executive, and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he employs. Although Bennie and 
Sasha never discover each other’s pasts, the reader does, in intimate detail, along with the secret lives of a host of 
other characters whose paths intersect with theirs, over many years, in locales as varied as New York, San Francis-
co, Naples, and Africa. A Visit from the Goon Squad is a book about the interplay of time and music, about sur-
vival, about the stirrings and transformations set inexorably in motion by even the most passing conjunction of our 
fates. In a breathtaking array of styles and tones ranging from tragedy to satire to PowerPoint, Egan captures the 
undertow of self-destruction that we all must either master or succumb to; the basic human hunger for redemption; 
and the universal tendency to reach for both—and escape the merciless progress of time—in the transporting 
realms of art and music. Sly, startling, exhilarating work from one of our boldest writers.       
 
City on Fire by Garth Risk Hallberg  
New York City, 1976. Meet Regan and William Hamilton-Sweeney, estranged heirs to one of the city's great for-
tunes; Keith and Mercer, the men who, for better or worse, love them; Charlie and Samantha, two suburban teen-
agers seduced by downtown's punk scene; an obsessive magazine reporter, Richard, and his idealistic neighbor, 
Jenny, - and the detective trying to figure out what any of them have to do with a shooting in Central Park on New 
Year's Eve. The mystery, as it reverberates through families, friendships, and the corridors of power, will open up 
even the loneliest-seeming corners of the crowded city. And when the blackout of July 13, 1977, plunges this 
world into darkness, each of these lives with be changed forever. City on Fire is an unforgettable novel about love 
and betrayal and forgiveness, about art and truth and rock 'n' roll, about what people need from each other in order 
to live... and about what makes the living worth doing in the first place.    
 
Modern Lovers by Emma Straub 
Friends and former college bandmates Elizabeth and Andrew and Zoe have watched one another marry, buy real 
estate, and start businesses and families, all while trying to hold on to the identities of their youth. But nothing 
ages them like having to suddenly pass the torch to their own offspring. Back in the band's heyday, Elizabeth put 
on a snarl over her Midwestern smile, Andrew let his unwashed hair grow past his chin, and Zoe was the lesbian 
all the straight women wanted to sleep with. Now nearing fifty, they all live within shouting distance in the same 
neighborhood deep in gentrified Brooklyn, and the trappings of the adult world seem to have arrived with ease. 
But the summer that their children reach maturity, the fabric of the adults' lives suddenly begins to unravel, and 
the secrets and revelations that are finally let loose—about themselves, and about the famous fourth band member 
who soared and fell without them—can never be reclaimed. Straub packs wisdom and insight and humor together 
in a satisfying book about neighbors and nosiness, ambition and pleasure, the excitement of youth, the shock of 

middle age, and the fact that our passions never go away, they just evolve and grow along with us.    
 
The Guts by Roddy Doyle 
Jimmy Rabbitte is back. The man who invented the Commitments back in the 1980s is now 47, with a loving 
wife, 4 kids...and bowel cancer. He isn't dying, he thinks, but he might be. Jimmy still loves his music, and he still 
loves to hustle--his new thing is finding old bands and then finding the people who loved them enough to pay 
money online for their resurrected singles and albums. On his path through Dublin, between chemo and work he 
meets two of the Commitments--Outspan Foster, whose own illness is probably terminal, and Imelda Quirk, still 
as gorgeous as ever. He is reunited with his long-lost brother, Les, and learns to play the trumpet.... 
This warm, funny novel is about friendship and family, about facing death and opting for life. It climaxes in one 
of the great passages in Roddy Doyle's fiction: 4 middle-aged men at Ireland's hottest rock festival watching Jim-
my's son's band pretending to be Bulgarian and playing a song called "I'm Goin' to Hell" that apparently hasn't 
been heard since 1932.... .   



What We’re Reading  
Staff Picks 

Amy 
The Silent Patient by Alex Michaelides 
Alicia Berenson writes a diary as a release, an outlet – and to prove to her beloved husband that everything is fine. She can’t bear 
the thought of worrying Gabriel, or causing him pain. Until, late one evening, Alicia shoots Gabriel five times and then never 
speaks another word. Forensic psychotherapist Theo Faber is convinced he can successfully treat Alicia, where all others have 
failed. Obsessed with investigating her crime, his discoveries suggest Alicia’s silence goes far deeper than he first thought. And if 
she speaks, would he want to hear the truth?        
 

Carol 
Running the Rift by Naomi Benaron 
Running the Rift follows Jean Patrick Nkuba, a gifted Rwandan boy, from the day he knows that running will be his life to the mo-
ment he must run to save his life, a ten-year span in which his country is undone by the Hutu-Tutsi tensions. Born a Tutsi, he is 
thrust into a world where it's impossible to stay apolitical - where the man who used to sell you gifts for your family now spews 
hatred, where the girl who flirted with you in the lunchroom refuses to look at you, where your Hutu coach is secretly training the 
very soldiers who will hunt down your family. Yet in an environment increasingly restrictive for the Tutsi, he holds fast to his 
dream of becoming Rwanda's first Olympic medal contender in track, a feat he believes might deliver him and his people from this 
violence. When the killing begins, Jean Patrick is forced to flee, leaving behind the woman, the family, and the country he loves. 
Finding them again is the race of his life.          
 

Connie 
Bells, Spells and Murders by Carol J. Perry 
Lee Barrett has landed her dream job at Salem's WICH-TV. As the new field reporter, she'll be covering events live as they're un-
folding. Next on her holiday checklist is an interview with the beloved chairman of a popular walking tour through Salem's historic 
districts. But it may be his ghost walking this snowy Noel season after Lee finds him murdered in his stately offices, bloody Santa 
hat askew. With her police detective boyfriend working the case and a witch's brew of suspects--including some bell-ringing Santas
--Lee chases down leads aided and abetted by her wise cat O'Ryan and some unsettling psychic visions of her own. When a reveal-
ing clue leads to another dead body, not even a monster blizzard can stop Lee from inching closer to the truth . . . and a scoop that 
could spell her own demise this killer Christmas.         
      

Emma Joy 
The Awakening by Kelley Armstrong 
If you had met me a few weeks ago, you probably would have described me as an average teenage girl - someone normal. Now my 
life has changed forever and I’m as far away from normal as it gets. A living science experiment - not only can I see ghosts, but I 
was genetically altered by a sinister organization called Edison Group. What does that mean? For starters. I'm a teenage necro-
mancer whose powers are out of control: I raise the dead without even trying. Trust me, that is not a power you want to have. Ever. 
Now I’m running for my life with three of my supernatural friends - a charming sorcerer, a cynical werewolf, and a disgruntled 
witch - and we have to find someone who can help us before the Edison Group finds us first. Or die trying.    
 

Julie 
The Lost Man by Jane Harper 
They are at the stockman’s grave, a landmark so old, no one can remember who is buried there. But today, the scant shadow it casts 
was the last hope for their middle brother, Cameron. The Bright family’s quiet existence is thrown into grief and anguish. Some-
thing had been troubling Cameron. Did he lose hope and walk to his death? Because if he didn’t, the isolation of the outback leaves 
few suspects… Dark, suspenseful, and deeply atmospheric.          
 

Kirstin 
Homes: A Refugee Story by Abu Bakr al Rabeeah and Winnie Yeung  
In 2010, the al Rabeeah family left their home in Iraq in hope of a safer life. They moved to Homs, in Syria — just before the Syri-
an civil war broke out. Abu Bakr, one of eight children, was ten years old when the violence began on the streets around him: car 
bombings, attacks on his mosque and school, firebombs late at night. Homes tells of the strange juxtapositions of growing up in a 
war zone: horrific, unimaginable events punctuated by normalcy — soccer, cousins, video games, friends. Homes is the remarkable 
true story of how a young boy emerged from a war zone — and found safety in Canada — with a passion for sharing his story and 
telling the world what is truly happening in Syria. As told to her by Abu Bakr al Rabeeah, writer Winnie Yeung has crafted a heart-
breaking, hopeful, and urgently necessary book that provides a window into understanding Syria. A 2019 Canada Reads nominee  
 



Mary 
The Fourth Bear by Jasper Fforde  
The Gingerbreadman—psychopath, sadist, genius, and killer—is on the loose. But it isn’t Jack Spratt’s case. He and Mary Mary have 
been demoted to Missing Persons following Jack’s poor judgment involving the poisoning of Mr. Bun the baker. Missing Persons 
looks like a boring assignment until a chance encounter leads them into the hunt for missing journalist Henrietta “Goldy” Hatchett, 
star reporter for The Daily Mole. Last to see her alive? The Three Bears, comfortably living out a life of rural solitude in Andersen’s 
wood. But all is not what it seems. How could the bears’ porridge be at such disparate temperatures when they were poured at the 
same time? Why did Mr. and Mrs. Bear sleep in separate beds? Was there a fourth bear? And if there was, who was he, and why did 
he try to disguise Goldy’s death as a freak accident? Jack answers all these questions and a few others besides, rescues Mary Mary 
from almost certain death, and finally meets the Fourth Bear and the Gingerbreadman face-to-face.            

 
Melvyn 
Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants by Robin Wall Kimmerer  
As a botanist, Robin Wall Kimmerer as been trained to ask questions of nature with the tools of science. As a member of the Citizen 
Potawatomi Nation, she embraces the notion that plants and animals are our oldest teachers. In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer brings 
these lenses of knowledge together to show that the awakening of a wider ecological consciousness requires the acknowledgment and 
celebration of our reciprocal relationship with the rest of the living world. Kimmerer shows how other living beings - asters and gold-
enrod, strawberries and squash, salamanders, algae, and sweetgrass - offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear 
their voices. Only when we can hear the languages of other beings will we be capable of understanding the generosity of the earth, 
and learn to give our own gifts in return. 
 

Miranda 
The Island of Sea Women by Lisa See 
Mi-ja and Young-sook, two girls living on the Korean island of Jeju, are best friends that come from very different backgrounds. 
When they are old enough, they begin working in the sea with their village’s all-female diving collective, led by Young-sook’s moth-
er. As the girls take up their positions as baby divers, they know they are beginning a life of excitement and responsibility but also 
danger. Despite their love for each other, Mi-ja and Young-sook’s differences are impossible to ignore. The Island of Sea Women is 
an epoch set over many decades, beginning during a period of Japanese colonialism in the 1930s and 1940s, followed by World War 
II, the Korean War and its aftermath, through the era of cell phones and wet suits for the women divers. Throughout this time, the 
residents of Jeju find themselves caught between warring empires. Mi-ja is the daughter of a Japanese collaborator, and she will for-
ever be marked by this association. Young-sook was born into a long line of haenyeo and will inherit her mother’s position leading 
the divers in their village. Little do the two friends know that after surviving hundreds of dives and developing the closest of bonds, 
forces outside their control will push their friendship to the breaking point. This beautiful, thoughtful novel illuminates a world turned 
upside down, one where the women are in charge, engaging in dangerous physical work, and the men take care of the children.    
 

Sharon 
Cold Case by Quintin Jardine  
A band of vigilante executioners roam London's hot summer nights, abducting evil men and hanging them by the neck until dead. 
Sentenced to death: The gang member who's abused vulnerable girls, the wealthy drunk driver who's mowed down a child, the hate 
preacher calling for the murder of British soldiers. As the bodies pile up and riots explode across the sweltering city, DC Max Wolfe 
hunts a gang of killers who many believe to be heroes. And discovers that the lust for revenge starts very close to home ...       
 

Victoria 
Red Scrolls of Magic by Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu 
All Magnus Bane wanted was a vacation—a lavish trip across Europe with Alec Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds 
is finally his boyfriend. But as soon as the pair settles in Paris, an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called 
the Crimson Hand that is bent on causing chaos around the world. A cult that was apparently founded by Magnus himself. Years ago. 
As a joke. Now Magnus and Alec must race across Europe to track down the Crimson Hand and its elusive new leader before the cult 
can cause any more damage. As if it wasn’t bad enough that their romantic getaway has been sidetracked, demons are now dogging 
their every step, and it is becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their quest for answers becomes increasingly dire, Magnus and 
Alec will have to trust each other more than ever—even if it means revealing the secrets they’ve both been keeping.  



Highlights from our Special Film Collection 

Film Picks 

The Children Act, directed by Richard Eyre. Fiona Maye (Emma Thompson) is an eminent High Court 
judge in London presiding with wisdom and compassion over ethically complex cases of family law. But 
she has paid a heavy personal price for her workload, and her marriage to American professor Jack (Stanley 
Tucci) is at a breaking point. In this moment of personal crisis, Fiona is asked to rule on the case of Adam, 
a brilliant boy who is refusing the blood transfusion that will save his life. Adam is three months from his 
18th birthday and still legally a child. Should Fiona force him to live? Fiona visits Adam in the hospital and 
their meeting has a profound emotional impact on them both, stirring strong new emotions in the boy and 
long-buried feelings in her.  Based on the novel by Ian McEwan 
 
 
 
 
A Private War, directed by Matthew Heineman. Based on the extraordinary life and career of legendary 
journalist Marie Colvin, A Private War marks the narrative feature debut of acclaimed documentary 
filmmaker Matthew Heineman. Even in a profession populated by daring personalities, Colvin (Academy 
Award nominee Rosamund Pike) is a particularly courageous and devoted reporter. By the turn of the 21st 
century, a time when journalism itself is increasingly under attack, she is one of the most celebrated war 
correspondents of her generation, driven to the front lines of conflicts in the Middle East, Africa, Europe, 
and Asia in order to bear witness and give a voice to the voiceless — while testing her own notions of brav-
ery and bravado, and the differences therein. Blinded in one eye in Sri Lanka — after being deliberately 
targeted in a 2001 grenade attack — she adopts a distinctive eye patch, a kind of trademark that signals her 
battle scars, her panache, and her rebellious streak. A New Yorker transplanted to London, she remains as 
comfortable moving amongst her adoptive city's high society as she is traversing war zones and confronting 
dictators. Yet she also sacrifices loving relationships, and, over time, her personal life starts to unravel as 

the trauma she's witnessed on the job takes its toll. By 2012, with the Syrian Civil War raging, Colvin's mission to expose the 
true cost of war leads her to embark — along with renowned British war photographer Paul Conroy (Jamie Dornan) — on the 
most dangerous assignment of her life, in the besieged city of Homs. 

 
The Wife, directed by Björn Runge. After nearly forty years of marriage, Joan and Joe Castleman (Glenn 
Close and Jonathan Pryce) are complements. Where Joe is casual, Joan is elegant. Where Joe is vain, Joan 
is self-effacing. And where Joe enjoys his very public role as Great American Novelist, Joan pours her 
considerable intellect, grace, charm, and diplomacy into the private role of Great Man's Wife. Joe is about 
to be awarded the Nobel Prize for his acclaimed and prolific body of work. Joe's literary star has blazed 
since he and Joan first met in the late 1950. The Wife interweaves the story of the couple's youthful pas-
sion and ambition with a portrait of a marriage, thirty-plus years later--a lifetime's shared compromises, 
secrets, betrayals, and mutual love.  
 
 
 
 

Eighth Grade, directed by Bo Burnham. Thirteen-year-old Kayla endures the tidal wave of contemporary 
suburban adolescence as she makes her way through the last week of middle school — the end of her thus-
far disastrous eighth-grade year — before she begins high school. Eighth Grade takes a look at its time peri-
od that offers a rare and resounding ring of truth while heralding breakthroughs for writer-director Bo Burn-
ham and captivating star Elsie Fisher.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

may Spotlight 
Women to the Front 

Source: rottentomatoes.com 



he kingdom 
was emerging 
from the long 
winter but the 

weather wizards were keeping 
the realm very dry and 
dusty.  The subjects needed 
some good rains to start the 
planting of gardens and 
crops.  The subject of water 
had long been a discussion 
point in the kingdom and the 
facts were very interesting and 
somewhat distressing. 
 
Lady Christina had attended 
the Library Conference in the 
realm of Jasper.  The beauty of the setting made this an en-
joyable experience as well as the sessions being very helpful 
to further the Royal Library's programs.  Water fact:  About 
95% of water that enters our home goes down the drain. 
 
Lady Connie was going to retire at the end of the 
month.  Her career had spanned twenty years and her leaving 
would change the face of the Royal Library forever.  She 
had great plans to finish many of her quilting projects as well 
as beginning other new craft projects.  Water fact:  A garden 
hose or sprinkler can use almost as much water in an hour 
that an average family of four uses in one day. 
 
Lady Sharon was still in the kingdom of Northern Ireland as 
this scribe writes but she sent occasional reports that noted 
that she was having an excellent time visiting her family and 
her home realm.  Water fact:  The amount of water we use 
now is 127% more than we used in 1950. 
 
Lady Mary was very much looking forward to the month of 
May since it was the month of her birth.  She loved 
her birthday more than all the other holidays in the 
year!  Water fact:  Running the tap while brushing your teeth 
can waste 4 gallons of water. 
 
Lady Miranda had also attended the Jasper Conference.  She 
had attended a session on Programs for Adults and hoped to 
put some of the suggestions into the library's activities.  Wa-
ter fact:  An old dishwasher uses up to 13 gallons of water 
per cycle. 
 
Wizard Melvyn had completed the new decorations in 
the children's program room and the Royal Children were 
thrilled with the spring/summer décor.  Water fact:  Many 
people in the world exist on 3 gallons of water per day or 
less.  We can use that in one flush of the toilet. 
 
Lady Victoria was busy fielding questions at work about the 
new computer software that had been installed for all the 
Royal Libraries in the realm.  Her birthday was also in the 
month of May.  Water fact:  Leaky faucets that drip at a rate 
of one drop per second can waste 2700 gallons of water each 
year. 
 
 

Lady Kirstin and her family 
had attended the Royal Egg 
Decorating program and her 
children had produced some 
beautiful eggs for the Easter 
festival.  Water fact:  Some 
experts estimate that more than 
50% of landscape water goes 
to waste from runoff caused by 
over-watering. 
 
Lady Amy was also looking 
forward to May, for not only 
was it her birthday month but 
she was going to Europe for a 
wonderful holiday!  The ladies 
looked forward to hearing of 

her travels when she returned.  Water fact:  Over a quarter of 
all the clean, drinkable water you use in your home is used to 
flush the toilet. 
 
Lady Julie was enjoying noting the signs of spring as she and 
her faithful dog had their morning walks.  She had access 
to the woods in the city on her walks and reported on the 
flora and fauna of the area.  Water fact:  It takes on average 
70 gallons of water to fill a bath tub. 
 
Lady Carol was going to be in wedding mode since her sec-
ond daughter would be married in the month of 
June.  This would be the second wedding in four 
months for Lady Carol.  Water fact:  A cup of coffee 
takes 55 gallons of water to make, most of which is 
used to grow the coffee beans. 
 
Lady Emma Joy had already been accepted to uni-
versity in the fall.  She had great plans for her future and the 
ladies were sure she would succeed. 
Water fact:  The water required to create your laptop could 
wash nearly 70 loads of laundry in a standard machine. 
 
The Royal Library was busy as the subjects came to learn of 
topics that are important to their environment.   The kingdom 
looked forward to the new season. 
 

Written by your loyal scribe, 

Lady Miss Mary 
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